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FUEL is a collaborative infrastructure to  
present, discuss and realize the ideas behind 
the social, environmental and technological 
shifts of our time.

It is a place for leaders, entrepreneurs, creators and  
engaged citizens to meet and reimagine the future.  
A future we are exploring across four sectors: Design, 
Sustainability, Health and Technology.

There are underlying societal changes affecting each  
of these diverse sectors. FUEL has identified three  
broad shifts to begin the discussion: Money to Meaning, 
Individual to Group and Siloism to Meritocracy. 

The measure of FUEL’s success will be its ability to help 
our community harness its ideas, turn those ideas into 
action and ignite the culture of our city. 
 
WATCH highlights from the 2014 FUEL Forum

Look for this icon to read FUEL insights for each shift.
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http://vimeo.com/album/2901711/video/104564860


1 
Strengthen Internal Culture 
Internal culture is just as important as 
external image. A strong brand draws in 
an audience, but it also influences the 
type of leadership an organization can 
attract. Employees are ambassadors. 
They need to understand and support 
the vision of the organization. 

2
Define Responsibilities 
For-profit businesses must demonstrate 
their social enterprise mission and  
non-profits must improve their business  
savvy and accountability. Both sides now  
operate in the same space and must ask 
real questions about the responsibility 
they share.

3
Increase Accountability 
Customers are looking for products  
and services that align with their 
values and will demand proof of that 
alignment. The ethics and finances of a 
company will be thoroughly scrutinized 
and access to information is just a  
click away – word of bad practice 
spreads quickly. 

What will people work 
for when they no longer 
work only for money?

Our self-identity is intrinsically tied to the work 
we do. We want our careers to be an accurate 
reflection of that identity. Employees now  
expect their work to have a greater purpose 
than increasing profits. The businesses of the  
future will need to provide more than just 
products and paychecks.

Shift #1: 
From Money to  
Meaning
–  
The Disruption 
of Business

Capitalism is being disrupted. The days of lifelong employment, a 40-hour  
work week and guaranteed pensions are rapidly disappearing. Young people  
have begun to value experience over ownership. They will accept lower pay  
to find work that aligns with their values. The lines between activism and  
capitalism are fading as a renewed desire for meaning is reshaping the way  
we choose to live and work.

Moderator: Darrell Kopke – institute B   Local Experts: Joel Solomon – Renewal Funds,  
Ian Pierpoint – The Sound Research and Sarah Goodman – Treetop Strategy

 35%
of FUEL attendees said they would take  
a significant pay cut to work with an 
organization with values they believe in 
– 
37% already had.
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 “Build, create, produce, think and act. Creativity is about bold decisions 
and taking risks, flexibly engaging with real world problem solving 
and developing solutions to the most important challenges of the 21st 
Century. That is the vision of Emily Carr University of Art and Design.”

Dr. Ron Burnett  
President and Vice-Chancellor 
Emily Carr University of Art and Design

MATT O’GRADY INTERVIEW 
WITH ROBIN CHASE

WATCH VIDEO

 “When I ask 15 –16 year 
olds what they want  
they say: I want to work 
hard at something and be  
happy. And that happiness  
is being redefined.” 

 “The largest [energy] company  
in Canada invested 4 billion dollars 
in renewables and had an average  
return of 19%. How many of you 
would like to own stock in that 
company? That company is  
Enbridge.”

JOEL 
SOLOMON

RON BURNETT
WATCH VIDEO

CORRINA
KEELING

KAZ 
BRECHER

 “We have sustainable life paralysis.  
We care about all these things,  

but there are barriers to behavior.”
–

KIERSTIN DE WEST

IAN PIERPOINT

SARAH GOODMAN

SHIFT#1
WATCH VIDEO

JANE AND  
STEVEN COX

WATCH Kierstin’s FUEL presentation here

WATCH VIDEO
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http://vimeo.com/102953120
http://vimeo.com/album/2901711/video/102953191
http://vimeo.com/104536240
http://vimeo.com/album/2901711/video/102953194
http://vimeo.com/album/2901711/video/102953122


Our work is evolving from individuals and institutions to collaboration and  
co-creation. The sharing economy is democratizing commerce as companies  
like AirBnB and Lyft upset traditional industries before they can adapt. When  
the roles change so quickly, we must decide which expertise is necessary  
and which is obsolete.

Moderator: Duane Elverum and Janet Moore – CityStudio   Local Experts: Jessie Adcock – City  
of Vancouver, Chad Brealey – Salt, Fresh & Field and Eesmyal Santos-Brault – HiVE, Recollective

1 
Innovate From Within
Successful organizations thrive on a  
balance of leadership and membership. 
Leadership provides the vision and  
goals. Membership provides personality  
and adoption of those goals. It’s an 
interdependent relationship with each  
side inspiring and informing the other
to create a more innovative environment.

2
Collaborate With Customers 
Customers provide expertise in the form  
of action and choice. This can inform the 
decisions of an organization, but not dictate 
its direction. It takes strong internal  
strategists to sift through accumulated 
knowledge and innovate from it. The key  
to innovation is an understanding of the 
knowledge provided by customers and 
turning it into actionable ideas.

3
Embrace The Enemy 
Partnerships between multi-nationals, NGOs,  
and government benefit from sharing  
expertise and by focusing on common goals.  
Together they can challenge established 
ideas in their respective fields and discover 
gaps in existing markets. Working together 
creates ecosystems beyond the traditional 
markets of exchange. Collaborative initiatives 
lead to greater reach and impact.

What expertise is  
needed to prepare for 
the collaborative  
future?

The future will need experts who are able  
to analyze and curate vast amounts of  
data. Successful leaders will have to work 
collaboratively to translate information into 
action and authentically communicate the  
humanity behind the numbers.

Shift #2: 
From Individual  
to Group  
–  
The Role  
of the Expert

FUEL attendees identified  
the keys to co- creation as:

Positivity, 
Openness, 
Humility  
& Honesty
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JONATHAN AITKEN 
WATCH VIDEO

JESSIE 
ADCOCK

DUANE ELVERUM 
& JANET MOORE

SHIFT #2
WATCH VIDEO

RYAN SPONG
WATCH VIDEO

“We are living a moment when we can reinvision 
the world. What’s holding us back are vested  

interests and [a lack of] political will.” 
–

TZEPORAH BERMAN

 “When we think of the size  
and scale of what has 
to be done, we can do it  
in time, if we start doing  
it the right way.”

ROBIN CHASE

CHAD 
BREALEY

ANDREW WAGNER
WATCH VIDEO

 “If we want our world 
to be sustainable, the 
future should have more 
art and more humanity.”

ADA WONG

 “Empathy is a muscle.  
To figure this stuff  
out, you have to give  
a crap.” 

CHERYL DAHLE

EESYMAL 
SANTOS-BRAULT

WATCH Tzeporah’s FUEL presentation here

 “Creating a healthy city for all means that everyone has a part to play and 
something to gain. Exploring new ways of thinking, acting and working 
together will help build a more equitable and sustainable city where we all 
can thrive.”

Andrea Reimer 
Councillor, City of Vancouver

WATCH VIDEO

WATCH VIDEO
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http://vimeo.com/album/2901711/video/102953193
http://vimeo.com/album/2901711/video/104312936
http://vimeo.com/album/2901711/video/102953123
http://vimeo.com/album/2901711/video/102953501
http://vimeo.com/102953374
http://vimeo.com/album/2901711/video/102953500
http://vimeo.com/album/2901711/video/103179825


1 
Form Real Teams 
Teams with diverse backgrounds form  
a more complete picture. Historically, 
a lack of inclusion has given us an 
inaccurate idea of who we are and what 
our community needs. It’s through 
diversity and inclusion that we keep pace 
with the radically changing fabric of our 
society. Those changes are constant and 
should be actively embraced.

2
Commit to Diversity
Inclusion cannot be an afterthought.  
The tokenism and lip service of the past 
is no longer enough. Youth, women and 
varied ethnicities need to be involved in  
strategizing from the beginning to ensure 
that ideas are relevant to everyone.

3
Seek Real Dialogue
Real systems-change happens at a  
cultural level. We can discard inaccurate 
assumptions by creating an open  
dialogue in which each group tells its 
own story. Moving beyond cultural  
abstractions, we gain a more authentic 
understanding of our unique experiences, 
which leads to more effective problem 
solving and more equitable solutions.

What do we gain when 
everyone has a seat  
at the table? 

Diversity creates a holistic environment  
where ideas are as varied as the people.  
Social innovation can improve problem  
solving to create better and more  
egalitarian solutions to the issues that  
affect everyone in the community.

Shift #3: 
From Siloism to 
Meritocracy 
–
The Opportunity  
for Inclusion

FUEL attendees believe  
increased inclusivity  
leads to:

Diverse ideas, 
stronger 
communities,  
and a better  
society.

Our future is complex, unpredictable and constantly in flux. Generation  
gaps are wider, immigrant tapestries are richer, gender identities are more  
ambiguous. Leaders must consider the needs of the wider communities  
they affect while working in a state of constant adaptation. The established 
systems of the past no longer guarantee success.

Moderator: Michelle Osry, Deloitte   Local Experts: Manie Eagar – Idaeon, Bitcoin, Fiona Rayher  
– Gen Why Media, Vanessa Richards – Arts Club Theatre Company and Alden E. Habacon – UBC,  
Asian Canadian Journalists Association
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 “We learn best by doing things 
when they are for real, when 
there is a project, when you’re 
doing it with other people,  
when it matters, when there  
is a stake.” 

“The new way that museum work, oral history  
collection and storytelling is being done is not  

in the archive. You have to go out and find these  
stories. And in some instances, there is only an  

echo of a story that remains.”
–

NAVEEN GIRN

VANESSA 
RICHARDS

 “You can’t help but be 
influenced by the people 
around you – action is
contagious.” 

ALDEN  
E. HABACON

MICHELLE 
OSRY

MANIE 
EAGAR

FIONA 
RAYHER

SHIFT #3 MICHAEL TIPPETT 
WATCH VIDEO

THNK 
EYE-OPENER

GEOFF MULGAN

ALEX GILLIAM

WATCH Naveen’s FUEL presentation here

 “FUEL exists to not only broadcast but ignite and apply our wealth  
of innovators from across sectors and cultures. THNK’s essence is  
about looking at things differently and our partnership with FUEL  
was a chance to completely reframe what it means to participate  
in civic collaboration and city-level change.”

Sarah Dickinson   
Director, THNK Vancouver

WATCH VIDEO
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http://vimeo.com/album/2901711/video/103179834
http://vimeo.com/102953118
http://vimeo.com/album/2901711/video/103179833


Keynote #1: 
Robin Chase 
–  
The 
Collaborative 
Economy

Robin Chase believes in the power of diversity. 
Her companies Buzzcar, Zipcar and Veniam are  
based on peer distribution of excess capacity. 

She is a board member for the World Resources  
Institute and a member of the World Economic  
Forum’s Council on Innovation and Entrepreneurship.  
The winner of numerous awards, Robin was listed  
on Time’s 100 Most influential People in 2009. 

 “FUEL is for all those thinkers, dreamers 
and doers building the foundation for the 
good life, together. The truly good life. 
Where values meet value. Where we own 
less and live more. Where people and  
place come long before profits.”
—
Nathalie Baudoin 
CEO, Modo

In her keynote presentation at FUEL, Robin Chase  
discusses the shift from individual to group and  
the ways consumers are becoming co-creators. 

From carshares to climate change, Robin draws on 
her wide-ranging expertise to describe an economy 
and environment adjusting to exponential change.

She calls this platform for participation, Peers  
Incorporated, and demonstrates how it may be  
the key to solving our environmental crisis before 
it’s too late.
WATCH Robin’s FUEL presentation here
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http://vimeo.com/103922581


Keynote #2: 
Alex Gilliam 
–  
Great  
Lessons for  
Inspiring Civic  
Innovation.

Alex Gilliam is the founder of Public Workshop and  
a Senior Lecturer in the Design Department at the  
University of the Arts in Philadelphia.

His work has been featured on Studio 360 and in  
magazines such as Metropolis, ID and Architect. Alex  
was recently named by Philadelphia Magazine as one  
of the ‘brightest minds’ in Philadelphia and as one of  
the top 100 public interest designers in the country.

In his keynote presentation at FUEL, Alex Gilliam 
shows how design can be used to empower, 
innovate and entertain. 

We visit a LEGO Building Room where mimicry leads 
to innovation and a school where students build 
together to cultivate a culture of participation. 

Through these stories and others he illustrates the 
many ways collaboration can inspire young people 
and strengthen communities.
WATCH Alex’s FUEL presentation here

 “Expectations for public consultation  
continue to increase in the face of  
advances in social media and new forms  
of communication. These tools promise  
to engage the disenfranchised and  
transform the conversation. But they  
are not a panacea for meaningful  
engagement. They, like more traditional 
tools, are only as effective as the  
engagement process itself. 
—
Joost Bakker
Principal, DIALOG
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http://vimeo.com/103929872


Join our newsletter to stay up to date:  
Subscribe here
 
Twitter: @fuelvancouver
Facebook: fuelvancouver
Hashtag: #fuelvan

For Sponsorship Opportunities,  
please contact Jane Cox

The future is waiting to be created  
– next FUEL forum - May 2015 

FUEL is a co-creation exercise. We are still  
evolving our content and format and invite  
you to join us in shaping this movement.  
Share what you’ve got. You may hold the  
missing piece to someone else’s puzzle.
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http://causeandaffect.us3.list-manage1.com/subscribe?u=a9e926505655cd34c82c713f7&id=ee002d91fa
mailto:jane@causeandaffect.com


Cause+Affect is a strategy and design studio  
based in Vancouver. They help their clients  
shape their culture and improve their profile,  
position and impact. 

Cause+Affect believes that inspiration moves 
people to action.

BROUGHT TO YOU BY


